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[written in Alexander Parris’s hand] 
 

 I beg leave to add a few observation relative to the smithery of this Yard.  It is 
found that owing to the great increase of smith work within the last few Years [added in 
a different hand above the line: 8] 8 to 10 more fires are wanted to do the work.  Also 
Tilt hammers, Blowing apparatus, and other machinery to ficilitate the work would be a 
great [acuisation?] for carring on the smiths work of this Yard.  Accordingly a Plan and 
Estimate was made out agreeably to you [direction?] erecting a Black-smith and Armory 
shops on site No. [40?] of the Established Plan of the Yard, and sent to the Navy Board 
for their approval [crossed out: last] with the annual estimates of last season, of which I 
believe nothing has since been heard. As it has now become indespencable that 
something be done to accomodate more workmen to do the [crossed out: work] smiths 
work, I have made a plan and estimate for extending the present Black-smiths shop one 
hundred feet adding 10 fires Steam Engine etc., this arrangement might answer a few 
years at the cost of nearly $10,000.  It will be [perceived] by the estimate for a new shop 
the cost is about seven times this sum but I have no doubt it will be more economy to 
erect the new shop whose all the most approved machinery and appratus could be 
introduced that would be fixed and perminate, that very much aid [crossed out: to] in 
producing more and better work, and at less cost.  With proper machinery and suitable 
appratus the old scrap Iron could be work into shapes and [crossed out: can used] put to 
useful purposes.  
 
 
 
[verso] 
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